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Happy Valentine's Day!

Students invite Bush to visit campus
by Tanna L Spencer
Bison staff writer

The latest polls indicate that
former Senator Paul Tsongas of
Massachusetts has pulled ahead of
Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton in
the New Hampshire primary. The
crucial early primary will be held
next Tuesday.
Clinton's campaign appears to be
suffering from the latest round of accusations centering on his avoidance
of the draft in 1969. Although Clinton
claims that he had no special
privileges, his support appears to be
eroding.

***
In Iowa, Senator 'Ibm Harkin captured the first caucus of 1992. He actually won months ago when all the
other candidates conceded the Iowa
primary to the Iowa Senator.

***
Despite signs that the economy is
in fact weakening, most economists
predict a slight recovery early this
spring. The consensus of the
economists is based in part on President George Bush's budget and proposed tax cuts. The tax credit for
first-time home buyers has received
the most attention.

***
Mike Tyson's head jolted
backwards as the jury returned with
a guilty verdict in his rape trial. The
25-year-old former heavyweight
champion was convicted of raping
an 18-year-old Miss Black America
contestant on July 19 in Indianapolis,
Ind.
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~

The senior class retreat will be
held at Camp Wyldewood on Feb. 29.
The event will feature several
speakers and a meal.

1992.

The idea of trying to get the president to
visit our campus was a spontaneous idea
from Charlie Jarrett, a junior history major
from Memphis, Tenn.
"The worst thing he can do is say no. We
have nothing to lose," stated S.A. President
Steve Martin, who helped in the development and screening of the cards.
The idea has more than taken flight. In its
development, it has gained the enthusiasm
and support of students and teacherS alike.
Although many are skeptical of its effectiveness, 2500 pink Valentine cards were
mailed 'lUesday and Wednesday and by now
have reached the White House.
" It is bound to catch somebody's attention," stated Martin. "That many pink cards
with a general message is ooe thing, but the
same amount of cards with personal
messages from people around the nation
and literally around the world has got to
elicit some response."
Martin further commented, "The purpose
of this is simply to get the sitting president
to come to speak to us. It is not a Republican
bash. Nothing like this has been done before
and the educational experience would be one
that would make a lasting impression"
"If it hap&f:' it will be the most
phenomenal . to happen for Harding:'
Jarrett stated. "He has no reason not to
come; students have offered him a onenight, all-expense paid stay in their dormitories and free steak dinners, and girls have
even offered him dates."

David Hickman, a senior public relations
major from Searcy, commented, "I think it's
a great idea. After all, if he doesn't come,
at least we brightened his day and got his
attention."

•••

Juanita Campbell, a sophomore elementary education major from Texarkana, Ark.,
said, "I only wonder if the president actually
reads his mail! I hope he does because I
think he would come."

**•

The Valentine cards had everything from
serious .political questions to a simple
'Happy V-Day Big "G'" written on them.
Poems, top 10 lists and sincere invitations
should-be, at this moment, flooding into the
White House mailbox.
What should one expect from this
outrageous idea? That the words of history
teacher Mark Elrod in chapel'l\lesday were
->J true: "It we write himr hee will come."

'Ibnight's campus movie is "Curly
Sue." 'Ibmorrow night's feature
presentation is "Regarding Henry."
The one-act plays continue
Monday night with "Summer and
Smoke" and "Haiku." Showtime is
8:30 in the Little Theater. Admission
is $1.

"

I 'President Bush, wi1Jyou be my Valentine? " was the question that rang out from
the studentsj faculty and staff of Harding
University in chapel 'lUesday.
The question was part of a video, supplemented by approximately 2500 pink
Valentine cards, that was sent to Bush
in an effort to get him to come to Harding during his presidential campaign for

SEALED WITH A WISH. Chris Gonzalez, a senior English major from Apple
Valley, Minn., turns in his Valentine for President Bush. Sarah McJunkins obseroes.
(photo by David Hickman)

Top 10 reasons why you should send George Bush a Valentine
to oonl'ince him to visit Harding:
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.

If you write him, he will come.
It would make Dana Deree really mad.
It would give some much-needed work to our "over-staffed " postal service.
Harding may finally get that "point of light" we 've always wanted.
You've read his lips - maybe he'll read your Valentine.
If worse comes to worst, he may send Barbara instead.
Two words: extra credit.
It would help President Bush fulfill his campaign promise to be " The Valentine 's Day" President.
2. If he shows up, Tom Howard has agreed to let him shave his head in chapel
(that's Tom Howard's head, not the President's).
1. Twelve years from now you can sell a fake story of your love affair with
the President to Star magazine for $150,000.
(Compiled by Mark Elrod, associate professor of political science at
the home office' is Searcy, Ark.)
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Oliver Stone's sermon error-filled;
hides the truth behind Kennedy's death
Those who have endured (survived) the three-hour production ofJFK merit an acbievemeJrt award. The popular
rum has stirred up more theOries of conspiracy than postcanis mailed to George Bush this week. Leaving the theater,
you begin suspecting the government of every crime ever
committed. You do a double take to make sure}'OU aren't
being followed as a general pamnoid feeling takes OVer.
Americans everywhere are responding with outrage at
past reports indicating that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone
in the assassination of John F. Kennedy. S~n , it appears
that the government files that have been.sealed aWcfj will be
reopened for public examination. Just this week. the Dallas
police tina1ly revealed all of their files on the murder.
Is this hysteria and public fear justified? ShOuld we as
Americans scrutinize the actions of our government to the
degree suggested inJFK7 Clearly, Oliver Stone wishes that
we would; however, a closer investigation of the fuots is
in order first.
The theory proposed by Stone is at best a theory - at
worst pure fiction. Other theories exist, with the most
filmous theory the Warren Commission report and the 1978
House Select Committee on Assassinations Report. These
two government-produced reports provide the greatest
detail into the KeMedy as~ination. They conclude that
Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone and that there was in facl
no conspiracy.
The most authoritative source that I have read on the
Kennedy murder is a book entitJed Conspiracy of One.
It bas received much less publicity than the con&piracy
buffs, but what it Iaoks in publicity it offers in truth. Taking the unpopular opinion of one man acting alone, author
Jim Moore uses the facts to support the one rationlil idea
about the Kennedy murder - that Lee Harvey Oswald did
in fact fue the weapon that killed Kennedy.
Stone has other ideas and supports them with mystepous witnesses and "facts" that simply don't exist.
He has given more lives to an issue that bas already been
resurrected enough.
We should let this is$ue die'.· For a goverm1tent that
couldn'tcovertlp, ~,simp)e birak-~, (\\3.tergate) or jUUlS ~e
(Iran-<:ontra), do we-really believe that the government used
five different branches of service (FBl, CIA, Army Special
Operation, Secret Service and'tbe National Security Agency) to commita crime?And that not~ single goyernment
,official has ~ furward with any incrimjnatiD{evid~.
If we do belieYe it, then we deserve to be scared
every time we pay our taxes Or ~ster our cars.

-cst
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At the movies...

with Anne Joiner-Beach

The movie, Fried Green 'Thmatoes, is a delightfully
funny, yet poignant sto(y, about a woman named Evelyn
Couch, played by Kathy Bates, and her developing friendship with an older woman, Mrs. Cleo Threadgoode, portrayed by Jessica Thndy.
The story flashes back and forth between the despera·
tion of Evelyn's life and a story from Mrs. Threadgoode.
Marked by a constant sense of unhappiness that is unable
to be masked by unending self-improvement classes or
large amounts of chocolate, Evelyn listens to a recollection from Mrs. Tbreadgoode's past about two girls who
taught one another about life and love.
As the story unfolds, Evelyn's fascination with Mrs.
Tbreadgoode and the two girls, Idgie Threadgoode and
Ruth Jamison, becomes an escape from her complacent
husband and her trapped existence. She le~.ms not just the
story of a small town called Whistle Stop, Ala. , and its
inhabitants, but. she learns about berself and the things of
which she is truly capable. She learns that she does not

have to be beaten down by life but that she has the control
to make herself a happy, fulfilled person, willing to take
chances and truly live life.

If the screenplay by Fannie Flagg is DOt enough to captivate yoo , the performances by these two Oscar-winning
actresses surely are. Kathy Bates' portrayal of a frustrated
housewife blen4s almost magically witb Jessica Thody's
gentle wisdom to create a relationsbip that is immediateIy,endearing to tbe audience. Mary Stuart Masterson and
Mary Louise Parker are also wonderful as Idgie
Threadgoode and Ruth Jamison, showing tbedevotionand
love that can occur between two people even when they
have little or nothing in common.
Although all the main characters are women and it may
seem this movie is geared toward the " fairer sex ," Fried
Green Tomatoes is a film to be enjoyed and. cherished
by everyone who has ever had, been, hoped to have, or
hoped to be a friend. And let's hope that includes all of us.

Letter to the editor
Dear Editor,
The last few weeks on the political scene have been
disappointing. The attacks on Mr. Clinton, while 'relevant
to many, seem to miss issues that matter in the long run.
Mr. Bush's State of the Union address also had more
politics than substance. We have real problems in this
country. It would be nice if our leaders would attempt to
deal with these problems instead of trying to score points
off of one another. Both sides are guilty and both should
be held accountable.
Our problems will not be solved by party. Tbey will be
solved by aneW coalition of young and old alike who call
for a return to principle, to greater freedom and responsibility. Our problems have been caused by mesponsible
behavior in government, business, education and healthcare. They will not be soJved by more of the same behavior
but by a change in behavior.
In and of itself, government is not bad. It is necessary
as the referee. It is necessary to promote competition,. Our
problems are not caused by the legitimate functions of
government in afree society. They are, to a large degree,
caused by unwise and oppressive functjons of government.
In tbe last 50 years, government has moved from referee
to player. Connolling over 40 percent of GNO is not
refereeing . .1t is oppressive. It is time for spending caps,
tbe Jine-item veto and a balanced-budget amendment.
We also need to encourage competitive behaviQr.in
business. This will more likely be accomplished by lowering the regulatory burden than by raising iL Our tax code
fur business could be ~ to eocour:age invesb:nent
and R&D expeDditum. As it is right now we are hurting business. not helping it. By allowing the profit mOtive
'fi~-t:- X~$:v:.!\l!f~-'{~ 5.5 ~:)t%. pfflf

to work its magic, we can again be the leaders of the competitive pack.
Education is the foundation of our future success. Much
has been said about this but little has been done. We cannot ask our teachers, however, to do it all. We need a
grassroots movement to restore our priorities in education. Thday's home must take the lead.
Our health-care difficulties are complex. The costs are
out of control. This mucbis obvious. The reasons are less
obvious. It is too simple to say it is profiteering. Many
patients don't ever pay for their medical bills. So when
the average person goes to the doctor, be pays for his bill
plus the bills of others. Regulations, Medicare, Medicaid
and other insurance monopolies also play a part in pushing
up COSl.$. Once again, it isn't the private sector that has
failed. It is government mandates and interference that is
largely to blame.
We need to require responsible behavior from our leaders.
We also need to require it of ourselves. This country built
its prosperity on the freedom of the individual to succeed
or fail. Each indiYidual should be responsible for ,his own
welfare. Deficits, credit crunches, bankruptcies, are ail
symptoms of the same problem: the lack 0& principles. {t
tijied to be disgmceful to be up.'tb your ears in debt. Now
it's a source of pride. Govemibent used to be expected to
balance the budget. NOW we rejoice if the deficit just drops
a little hit. ~ need to return to the principtes of hard 'M>rK,
individual responsibility and honesty.
This year, VOle for the candidate that believes in basic,
old-fashioned American values.
Bill Oldham, Jr.
Students In Free Enterprise

}d'l±¥'JiL2: ·~,;.a"-_,l~ "~ f¥"f&L,,,,_ ·§;q;..r.: .V;, -de
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First love hard to forget
Well, Valentine's Day is here once again and Cupid is
pointing his arrows at the unsuspecting .
We all have stories about our first love. Since this is the
day of love and foolishness, r would love to share my
foolish tale of first love in this space.
r remember it as if it were yesterday. It wasn't, of course,
but r still bear the impression that the event bore into my
being.
I was only 12 or so but I was coming into my own. (I
figure if you're old enough to learn fractions, you're old
enough to like girls, because they are both so complex
- at least in my mind. Anyway, that is immaterial.) I had
ap this love built up inside me and it was ready to be
released. So I found my outlet.
Scarlett was a young one, too. She had several sisters
but I picked her like a grape from the bunch. I remember
the glow of her Irish red hair as she ran toward me in the
heat and humidity of the Tennessee summertinie. I
remember her special way of greeting me (by licking my
lips with her long, slender tongue). I remember her
feistiness as we rolled around together in the freshly-cut
bermuda grass of my backyard. Later, I remember taking
her for rides in myoid, beat-up pickup truck with the windows rolled down just to see her hair blow in the wind.
I even recall the time I snuck my dad's old super 8mm
movie camera from his desk to capture her beauty on fIlm
(Oops! I hope he doesn't see this!).
Yessirree! I was in love. But like all first loves, my love
also waned at times. I didn't always make her number one
in my:· life. I went to school and forgot about her. I went
places-without her. I went on family vacations and left her
all alone. I even two-timed her by going out with other
girls. But through all of the hard times, she loved me.
Years later it took a tragedy to snap me out of my unfeeling daze. Scarlett was diagnosed with bone cancer in her
right leg. The doctors at first had thought it was just a
cyst, so they just waited to see it if would worsen. By the
time 1hey had discovered the cancer, it was too late to save
her leg.
After the amputation I s~nt lots of time with her. She
was my number one priority' on this earth. I fed her, talked
to her and loved on her because I wanted her to know that
I still loved her and always would.
She was bedridden for weeks after the amPutation.
Wh~n the doctor visited her and said she'd probably never
walk again, cried
eyes out. I Jcnew what had to be
done.
We put Scarlett to sleep a year after $e canCer had first
been spotted. It wasn't all that unusual, thouglL After all,
she was a full-blooded Irish Setter. Losing anything you
lov~ is tough, but I can be happy knowing that she will
always hold a special place in my heart as my first real love.

r

my
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Whoever loves, if he do not propose
The right true end of lOve, he's one that goes
To sea for nothing but to make him sick.
John Donne
from "Love's Progress"
A thing of beauty is a joy forever:
Its loneliness increases; it will never
Pass into nothingness; but still will keep
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep
Full of sweet dreams, and healtlJ,;.:and quiet breathing.
Jobn Keats
from "Endymion"
Familiar acts are beautiful through love.
Percy Blyssbe Shelley
from "Prometheus Unbound"

WE GATHER HERE TODAY. Members of the Harding faculty participated in a symposium sponsored by the
American Studies Institute last week.

Roaring 20' s resurrected by Harding faculty
by Craig S. Lair
Bison editor

How did prohibition affect the common man? When did the sexual
revolution really begin? What did
Americans read before the depression? And, whose fault was the
depression anyway?
These answers were among the
numerous items discussed at the first
American Studies symposium last
week. Six Harding professors provided participants a thought-provoking
look at the roaring 1920's in America.
This golden age, often characterized
by F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great
Gatsby, produced many famous
writers, musicians and artists.
The symposium was well attended
as' the Heritage banquet room was
filled to capacity by American Studies
Jnstitute meDl.ber.\, along with faculty members and guests.
An introductory film provided an
overview for the evening and introduced the idea that every generation
believed their own generation had introduced the sexual revolution and the
temptations associated with it. In
reality, the film ~ the revolu
tion actually took place in the GaMen
of Eden. But. the 1920's were an unprecedented era of opeODe$S and
freedom in America.
J~ EJoppe~ a~ociateprofessor of
music, iritroduced several components of U20's music. He also
demonstrated several works on the
pianQ. Tbe.atonalmusic of the Jewish
people reminded several in the
audience of a child banging on the
piano. "1 never knew my piano J~
were atonal," laughed American
Studies member Wendy Ward. Hopper's rendition of a piece by George
Gershwin provided a mote soothing
look at the 1920's:
T. S. Elliot's Wastelapd was the
beginning point for Larry Long, prolessor of literature. Using the
metaphor of the wasteland, he. also
"discussed Fitzgerald and William
Faulkner.
Mark Elrod, professor of political
science, discussed contradictions in
United States foreign policy. Although
professing idealism, the U.S. resorted
to an isolationist policy which

eliminated consistency in the eyes of
others watching the u.s.
W.E.D. DuBois, a prolific black
writer, was the center of Dr. Ray Muncy's concentration on advances in the
rights of Mrican Americans during
the 1920's. Because the symposium
coincided ~th Black History Week,
Dr. Muncy centered his remarks on
the progress of self-determination of
Mrican Americans.
"The invention of radio was extremely important to religion in the
1920's," said Paul Haynie. Haynie's
remarks concerned the religious state
of the 1920's and addressed the
development of pre-millinealism.
Dr. David Tucker stirred up the
most excitement with his claim that
Woodrow Wilson was directly responsible for the depression in 1S29. He \Vas
the final panelist and be attempted to
end the.evening with a direct attack
on the polici~ of President Wilson.

Elrod and Haynie both attempted to
legitimize Wilson's actions, while admitting he had failed in some areas.
The lively discussion was the
highlight of the evening for some in
attendance.
"I wish there had been more time
for discussion among the panelists,"
said David Bell, American Studies
vice-president. "We would have seen
better the variety of opinions by seeing a comparison of views, and we
would have learned about history
from a group of views, instead of accepting one person's account."
The event was new and considered
extremely successful for the first
symposium ever offered by the
American Studies program. To
become -a recognized American
Studies. scholar, a student must
achievE! 1l'3.5 'grade pmnfbased on a
minimum of 80 hours, in addition to
being recommended by the faculty.

Debators defeat McNeese in tourney;
prepare for upcoming matches at LSU
(.

"

by Craig S. Lair
BiS<>n edit'"

Barding University's varsity debate
team brought home the first place
tropby from last w.e ek's tournament
in Shreveport, La. Competing against
schools from ihe mid-South, including
Rice and McNeese, Barding came
away with top honors in discussing
whether advertising degrades the
quality of life.
Under the Lincoln-Douglas format
<one-on-one) , Julie Anderson, a
freshman from Parker, Colo., finished
secoJ;ld
In the open two-man.debate, Harding's top team of Roger Clayton, a
sophomore from NasbYille, Thnn., and
juni.or Bryon Barnhill from Conroe,
Texas easily advanced througb
. preliminary action with a record of
four w.ins and tw.o losses. The
highlight of the early action came in
the sixth round against McNeese, according to Clayton.
"We knew we were going to make
the tournamentJ'OUDd since we were
at four wins and only one ~,'~ _~d

Clayton. ''The. team we were facing
had our entire case and all the
necessary arguments and evidence
against it So. we got our other team's
case and rani t'.i:nstead. Heanng their
(McNeese's) audible groaning was
worth the defeat."
With the loss, Harding had to face
the same team frnmMcNeese in the
semifinals. Harding won this round
which was by far the more important
round. 1]arding won by going negative
and proving that the affirmative
failed to up bold the debated
resolution.
In the fina1s, Harding faced the top
team from McNeese and again went
negative. Harding prevailed on a
topicality argument based upon the
word " degrades."
Harding .will next travel to Baton
Rouge to face tough competj,tion at
Louisiana State University. This will
be in preparation for the upcoming na·
tionals in Arlington, Texas. The proximity of the event will allow Harding
to attend for the first time in many
years.
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'Big D' makes big comeback with TV DINNERS
"Big D TV? What's that," asks the
sophomore. "It was a late night variety show
on our own college station, TV-19, two
years ago. It featured students doing and
saying some hilarious things," replied the
senior. "n ~as really off the wall but seemed
to relate to the college students. Why do you
ask?"
"Because I heard that this Big D guy is
teaming up with some nut named Mark
Merchant and doing another TV show."
"This is getting out of control."
If it's mental stability you're looking for,
look elsewbere. If you're looking to satisfy
your appetite with some cornbread comedy
and apple cobbler laughter on the side, this
new show is for you. It carries an interesting
title, "TV DINNERS: A Big D Markumentary," which has a simple meaning, according to Big D.
"Like a TV dinner which comes in all different varieties and flavors, so does the
show. Each week will be its own individual
meal with all the variety and flavor of a
luscious TV dinner."
This new program, which aired jts first
episode last Jligbt, will air on Thursday
nigbts at n:05 on channel 19. Then it
will he repeated on Monday nigbts at
7 following the news. It will be mudi bettertbanBigD TV (which airedfromfaJl'alI
to the end of spring '90), according to Big
D - a fact both he and his cohort are
pleased with.
"Big D" (Darren Bonham) and Merchant
nee<led to fill a requirement for an advanced
TV class. Tbey bad to produce and direct
five 3a-minute shows apiece.
"Mark and I have been good friends for
a year or so. We started bouncing the idea
of a new show off each other early last
semester. When wereceived the ass1gmnent
in class I thOUlht, "WithMark's help I coUld
do a new, mucn funnier show. What a great
chance to redeem myself of my old show and
hopefully save my reputation I Mark and
I started talking and bere we are."
"I used to be the guy that put Big D. TV
across the airwav~ on Thursday nights,"
said Merchant. "lagreed with b:lln; he needed to redeem himself.~o, seriously, r wanted
to do a production that people'would enjoy
and laugh at. I thought Big D and I would
work well together and produce something
I might be proud of."
Bonham said the show is a series about
two college guys who.want to become bi~
time network producers, The problem 15
they think they are better than they really
are. Most of the season will see these two
(played by Merchant and:Bonham) being rejected by " The Powers That Be" (network
executives). Tbey will continue tAl produce
every sort of TV show imaginable everything from love stories to war stories
- from super-hero adventures to psychotic
horror tales, And much, mUch more. The

Atlantic Ocean Living
Nanny/child care pOSitions available.
Full-time live~in 'status with family in
Boston area. Includes room and
board, automobile and insurance.
Salary range from $150-$300 per
week. Great way to experience
Boston families, culture, history, and
beaches. Call or write:
The Helping Hand
#1 West SI.
Beverly Farms, MA 01915
(508) 922-0526

PLAYING DEAD. Mark Merchant, a senior radio/TV major from Fryeburg, Maine,
plays dead for "TV Dinners," a new TV-19 show featuring Darren "Big D" Bonham

(background center). David Bell and Stacie Evans join in the fun.

(photo I7y Vovid Hick"",n)

show promises to provide an interesting
twist at the end of the series, which will be

appreciated more b'/ those who keep up with
the show througbout the semester.
"This i~n't like my old show where 1 bad
different guests and dHferent skit segments

Extra Income '92
Earn $200-$500 weekly: mailing
1992 travel brochures. For more
information, send an addressed,
stamped envelope to:

9Wses cost {ess 'at

each weelt, having no ties to the next week's
show. This program is a series that will play
off previous,shows and events. 1b get the full
effect, a person would need to follow the
sbow regularly," said Bonham. "Someone
could tune in the third week andbopefully

get a good laugh, but they will also be asking some questions about certain
characters, plot twists, etc..."
The two main characters in the program
are played by Merchant and Bonham. They
play themselves but don't play themselves
at the same time.
"Our characters are us except very arrogant. We call each other by name in the
production but desire to be nothing like the
characters we play. They're brash, arrogant,
snobby and very, very clueless. They have
no reason to be as confident as they are
because their work stinks. I guess this
makes them downright ignorant.
"After we started taping, 'D' and I talked
about how we hope people can tell the difference between us and our characters. If
they can't, we've got some work to do on
ourselves. We only went with our own names
because it adds a sense of reality to the
documentary. Anyone who watches will
understand what I mean," said Merchant.
"While we will be using a variety of people In our shows, there is one guy wbo is
bound to be a superstar. Our oneregu.lar costar, Steve Valentine. goes by 'Tripod' in the
show. How be got this Ilickname is explained
throughout the show. He's our one man tecbcrew who gets abused by our characters. He
is hilarious and will prove to be a plus in the
area of humor quality," said Bonham.
Will the terrible two learn their lesson and
abandon TV altogether? Will the show make
anybody laugh? Are there any Emmys
waiting in the wings for these actAlrs/producen;? All these questions and more will
be answered throughout the semester as
"TV Dinners" heats up on ThursdaYcnights
at 11:05. Only on TV-19.

cA~teft the QOtlg-gtemmed ftogeg

have woft{Qed them ghofttQwed magiC ...

g he'QQ

ftemembeft you 60ft the diamotldg
6ofteveft. '
Harding Students

1. Price Incentives
2. Credit Program
,
3. Diamond Quality Guarantee
Searcy's only Harding University alumni jewelers - gemologist

~i~:L~lt:~J::f~~i4a~j

Corner Gift Shop
on campus

927 E. Market

268-4741

';;a'sWdV
Fine Jewelry • Gemologists
106 N. Spring
Downtown
268-4684
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Drama department to entertain with one-act series
by Traci Gilstrap
Bison staff writer

A series of eight student-directed one-act
plays, presented by the Harding University
drama department, began this week. Not only are the plays directed by students, but the
casts are made up of students and all sets
and costumes are designed by students.
'l\vo one-acts are shown each scheduled
night. One dollar purchases two hours of
entertainment. All plays are being performed in the Little Theater on the second
floor of the Administration building.
Last night the first two of the one-act plays
went on stage. Ethan Brown, a sophomore
from Iowa City, Iowa, directed Trifles, a
"who-dun-it?" about a farmer who was
murdered and whose wife was taken as
suspect. Three men searched the house for
a clue to convict the wife.
At the same time, two women from the
neighborhood visited the house to pick up a
few things to make the dead fanner's wife's
imprisonment more comfortable. The two
women found the wife's pet canary dead in
the bottom of its cage, murdered in much the
same way as the farmer had been. The
women deducted that the farmer killed the
pet and thus the wife did the same to him.
To protect their friend, the two ladies hid the
evidence of the dead bird.
Cast members included Jeff Murrin,
William Groce, Ray Carter, Beth Henderson
and Amy Sheppard.
Also performed last night was The
Valiant, directed by Steve Tate, a senior
from Searcy. The five-member cast was
composed of Victor McCraken, Carmen
McNeil, Geoffrey Wyatt and Stephen
Williams.
The Valiant was about a young man who
has been sent to prison for murdering
another man. For a reason, the young man
withheld his identity. His sister visited to
find out if it was her brother and he wouldn't
reveal himself to her for a very valiant
reason. "The point:' said Tate, "was to think
before acting."
Feb. 18 at 8: 30 p.m. the drama department
will present Summer and Smoke and Haiku.
Chuck Roe, a senior from Springtown, Thxas,
will direct the former. It is a story involving a preacher's daughter and a doctor's son
who fall in love with each other. Unfortunately, the two are complete opposites and entirely incompatible. To say the least, they do
not manage to get together. Christine
Creasy, Murrin, Ethan Brown, I.eann Putnam and a cast of five others portray how
the couple deals with their differences.
Haiku is about an old woman, played by
Nancy Palmer, and her two grown
- daughters, played by Kayleen Brummett
and Carrie Brown. One of the daughters is
brain-damaged and only communicates by
repeating what is said to her. One day the
mother discovers that when left off of the
medication, her brain-damaged daughter
leaves her uncommunicative world and
speaks to her through haiku. Over time, the
_ mother publishes many books filled with
these haikus. Later, however, the mother
gets old and is unable to care for the gifted
daughter. The other daughter returns to convince her to put the handicapped daughter
in a nursing home. The mother struggles to
explain how the daughter speaks through
haiku.
"This is a story about healing, hope and
love," said director Jema McCardell, a sixthyear senior from Stafford, Kansas. "There
is no particular message we are trying to get
across. The interpretation is to be left to the
audience. We want to leave them feeling
good."
Feb. 25 will feature No Exit and Sorry,
Wrong Number. No Exit was written by Paul
Sartre and will be directed by Maria Tem-

ba Dladla, a senior drama and television
major from Johannesburg, South Africa. "It
is a play that makes us aware of 'the Living Hell,'" says Dladla. "I think that as
Christians we have a tendency to avoid
thinking about the street opposite Heaven,
or we think it's a life after death. The injustices we do to each other every day put
some of us through hell already. In the play,
three people meet in hell and, to their surprise, find themselves playing the same
games of torturing one another. There is no
fire and brimstone. There is no exit so be
aware of hell!!" No Exit consists of a cast
of 12 people, including Heather Ellis, Brad
Greene, Willie Martin and Cannen McNeill.
Sorry, Wrong Number will be directed by
Angie Bain, a junior from North Little Rock.
It is a suspense thriller in which a woman
mistakenly overhears the plotting of her own
murder. The seven-member cast, which includes Bob Boaz, Julie Wright and Rebecca Rousoos, wants the audience to experience the fear of death and the inability
to stop it.
Feb. 28 will conclude the one-act performances. Jamey Jamison, a junior from
Longview, ThKas, will direct Assylum, which
takes place in an assylum. Jamison said,
"The play gives an outlook on how trivial the
things we think are important really are via
dance, comedy and serious evaluation of the
lives of people who are truly unbiased and
truthful, those who can tell the difference
between truth and falsehood ... the 'insane.'"
The largest cast of all the one-act plays,
Assylum hosts 22 characters, including
Diane Roof, Geoffrey Wyatt, Salem Islaf,
Carolyn Holmes and Beth Henderson.
Also showing Feb. 28 Here We Are, written by Dorothy Parker and directed by Jennifer Watrous. Explains Watrous. "It's a

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELlVERED. James Dyke, a prison inmate portrayed
by Victor McCracken, presen·ts a letter to his "long-lost sister," played by Cannen
McNeill, in The V~liatlt. C"hata try OInl,d H,~km.n)
comedy of situation, the situation being a
couple just united in marriage heading for
their honeymoon on a train car. This play

might tempt one to ask himself, "Is marriage really bliss?" The cast includes Lee
Langdon and Greta Casey.

Student-produced plays attract weekend crowd
by Rob Mueller
Bison staff writer

The theater season for this semester
opened Thursday night with two one-act
plays, Trifles by Susan Glaspell and The
Valiant by Holwortby Hall and Robert Middlemass. These were the first two of a series
of plays directed by Harding students.
Trifles was directed by Ethan Brown and
'nle Valiant .by Steve Tate.
These two productions were the first to be
performed in the newly remodeled Little
Theater located on the second floor of the
Administration building. The lighting was
greatly improved with an extension of the
entire system which covers the proximity of
the floor and the stage. A catwalk was installed for better accessibility to the
overhead liJdlting. The theater as a whole is
more flexible as a result of the remodeling;
the bleachers are moveable. The stage can
be relocated or rebuilt to represent most any
staging format (such as "theater in the
round" or "blackbox;" the "blackbox" forniat was used in both plays Thursday night).
Basically a one-act play consists of a
single scene without any set changes. "It's
more limited in scope than the standard
play:' explained Dr. Robin Miller, "sort of
like a 3O-minute show on prime time television in comparison to an hour long program
or movie." An intermission was between the
two performances. The stage crew consisted
of the cast members from the upcoming
play Asylum. Admission cost was one dollar
and concert series passes were also
accepted.
Trifles was set in an aged, half~leaned
farmhouse kitchen which was the home of
a Mr. and Mrs. Wright. The house was the
scene to a murder, the death of Mr. Wright.
.~

7'

' _ "~-. _ ,~
......-

The sheriff and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Hale
(a couple from the neighboring farm) and
an attorney all inhabited the scene to try to
piece together the events within the crime
hoping to determine whether or not it was
committed by Mrs. Wright. The sheriff and
his wife were portrayed by William Groce
and Beth Henderson. Mr. and Mrs. Hale
were played by Ray Carter and Amy
Shepard and the county attorney by Jeff
Murrin.
The central character responsible for
discovering the conclusive evidence was
Mrs. Hale. As the sheriff, Mr. Hale and the
attorney "milled about" the house and the
additional structures on the farm. Mrs. Hale
and the sheriff's wife conversed in the kitchen sbaring memories and stol'ies that they
both had of Mrs. Wright. They discovered
several interesting objects: the half-cleaned
stove, dirty dish towel and erratic unfinished
needlepoint project which suggested an uptight, disorganized Mrs. Wright.
After discovering an empty birdcage with
a mangled door, the fIrSt real twist in the plot
began to evolve. Lying dead inside a wooden
box was the couple's pet bird which had
obviously been strangulated by some type
of small cord or rope. As the evidence quickly formed in the inquisitive mind of Mrs.
Hale, we were finally presented with the concluding idea that Mrs. Wright did indeed
commit the murder. Mr. Wright was strangled with a rope tied in a noose-like fashion,
and, after referring back to the needlepoint
done by his wife, Mrs. Hale,wraps up the performance by the discovery of the stitch work
that was left by Mrs. Wright. She sewed by
"knotting in" the thread. To "knot in" is to
use a m~!h.'?rl of sewin~ t~~! pr2.~~s!s, li¢le

noose-like stitchings.
Following the intermission and set change,
the second play began. The Valiant is set in
the warden's office of a prison located in
Wethersfield, Conn. The stage produced a
large, cold and somber atmosphere. The
central theme revolved around a convict
who was about to be executed for murdering another man. After four months of futile
attempts leading to information explaining
exactly who this man really was, the convict
(claiming the false name of James Dyke)
still maintained his mysterious, yet
somehow noble, hidden identity.
Dyke was portrayed by Victor McCracken.
Geoffrey Wyatt played the prison chaplain,
Father Daly; Warden Holt by Lewis Short;
the jailor and long-lost sister of the convict
by Steve Williams and Carmen McNeill.
Baffled by useless attempts to figure out
who this mystery man was that would shortly be executed, the warden decided to let the
convict spend the rest of his time in the office with hj.mself and Father Daly. After his
arrival and usual calm and collected
responses to the Warden's questions, the convict still maintained his real identity.
A phone call brought the turn in events.
A woman claiming to be the possible longlost sister of the convict pleaded to come
visit with him to see if perhaps he was her
brother who disappeared many years ago.
As the play progressed with the last visitation of the hopeful sister and possible real
identification of Dyke, no more was to be
said aside from his determined convinction
to "die unknown." Unknown to her and
masked by the years of change, he would not
reveal the fact that he was indeed her
brother.
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Valentine's Day 1992 full of love, hugs,
Hey, Babe!
Metallica was really cool. Spaghetti
Warehouse was fun. Even eating A.R.A. with
you is great 'cause you're number one!
Love, your Punky!
Happy Valentine's Day D-I0. Love you guys!!
Charmaine

Christy L. (in Iowa)
Hope your Valentine's day is a great one!
You deserve the best.
- One lousy brother
Noz Brasileiro,
Voce me anima muito. Sua amizade e uma
bencao preciosa de Deus. Eu ora que continuemos crescendo mais . perto e si
ajudemos crescer mais perto a Deus. Sempre tera un Iugar especialno meu coracao.
Feliz dia dos namorados.
te amo en Jesus,
Bebe filha
Alpha Tau men are so fine,
That's why you're our Valentine.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, .The Queens
New Year's couch and Christmas tree,
A house alone with children three (four?)
Mistletoe, a gift of fun,
But not in front of everyone!
An alligator and crawdad meal,
A question of, "How do you feel ..." (about...)
Little RDck strong, cold wind,
Can you remember how it felt back then?
An airport on a perfect night.
Were there any stars that night?
A fountain. Can I get you wet?
A memory that we'll not forget.
On top of the world (trade center)
With my love,
The lights below; the stars above.
A wishing well.
Can dreams come true?
Yes - as long as I have you.
I love you, Lynn. - L.
Petunia:
You are breaking my heart.
You're shaking my confidence daily.
I'm begging you please to come home.
Pete
Arlene, Kathy, Patty and Monica,
You are the best.. .. more than we deserve.
The men in blue
D'lass,
It has been 18 months since our lives first
intersected. In that time we have seen
friendship and pain, and I cannot help but
think that somewhere therein we have both
seen tomorrow. We are one but we are not
the same, and 1 cannot claim to know your
deepest thoughts despite our similarities therefore, I can only pray that GOO will synchronize our dreams'and bind our souls only He can know if your heart will someday beat. I will waiL.
- the Dragon
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Thanksgiving would have meant nothing
if it weren't for you.
Your'Imn

Dan,
Happy Valentine's Day I It's bard to
believe you have beenmy Valentine for two
and one-half years. You are my best friend
Thank you for being patient with me and for
accepting me for wbo I am!
I love you, Karla

Misty,
Happy Valentine's day! I hope this 14th is
the best ever. For only you know how much
I care.
Love, Tim
P.S. Wait in the lobby today when I pick you
up. Please.
Rachel Alexander,
Where have you been my dearest love?
Your skin reminds me of a snow white dove.
Your eyes remind me of the pale blue sea.
Oh, my dearest Rachel, where have you
been?
Love, K. J.
To the men of VLO,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, the
women of VLA
XOXO
To: Robert C. Guy,
You are the finest GUY here at Harding.
Thank you for blessing my life with your
beautiful voice, charms and wonderful
sense of humor. You make everyday an
adventure. Thank you for keeping the dream
alive (Jan. 15th).
Love, Bo knows Ro

Dulcina
I'd slay -the tallest giant
Conquer the greatest foe
U only yoil would marry me
And rid my heart of woe.
- Don Quixote
J.S.
You don't know it yet but soon you willbe my Valentine?
R.R.
Most Excellent Delta Chi Queens,
Whatever is TRUE.
Whatever is HONORABLE.
Whatever is RIGHT.
Whatever is PURE.
Whatever is LOVELY.
Whatever is of GOOD REPUTE.
If there is any excellence, anything worthy
of 'praise, let your mind dwell on these
things... Phil. 4: 8
Thinking of you,
The men of Delta Chi
Angela,
You're the sweetest Southern belle that
any Yankee's heart could have fallen for!
Love, J.P
To my HB, Robin,
The Lord has blessed my life by giving me
a beautiful, Christian wife! Happy Valentine's Day to my best friend! I love you!!

John

Beth,
Today marks the date that we have been
dating for two years. In the past two years
I have enjoyed getting to know you and I enjoy sharing my love and my life with you.
And now in the year of 1992, on the day of
May 16th, we will unite our lives and our love
in marriage. '!bat day will become a day for
us to remember forever but I will always
remember and thank God for two years ago
this day, the day that I found you. I love you!
Tim

Lanny,
On the great chain of being, you are at an
all-time low. Yet, in the heat of your averages
you are at an all-time high!
2 (Adam),

Just a note to let you know we can't forget
about you.
Love, B.A.
Scott T.,
You have found favor in our eyes. May our
relationship continue to grow.
Love, Bookstore Avengers
Johnny Paul,
Hope you have a good one. I sure did.
Love, the Weiner
Michele R.,
"Oh what a tangled web we weave, when
we practice to deceive."
Will
To: Hunter,
Oh my dearest Huntel1 you are the only
one I have ever loved Please do me the
honor of calling me on Saturday, Feb. 15 at
exactly 5:30. You know who [am. I am in
IDe of your classes in the Business building.
???

Marc A,
Just a note to let you know we are missing you. Your pals back home.
B.A.
Taint-ster,
Some say it's pink - taint so.
Some say it's red - taint so.
Some may be brown or black 'Bul ours ain't so.
It's only you, me, her and him that
truly know
And that is so.
So on this very day,
Taint it is.
So here's to you 'Cause you are the reason
'Cause you are the way
Taint-ster is you.
So Happy Valentine's Day.
Lola!! IrO-IrA
Tim,

.

Only 141 more days! I can't wait! I miss
you!
Always, Katherine

Schnucky,
You're the most important thing in my
life! Marrying you was the best thing I've
ever done! I love you, sweetie! Here's to a
million more Valentine's Days!
Forever yours,
Tigger
baby! Love, Chris
Barb,
I can't qw't vou
~

TO ALL THE MEN OF ORANGE - Mark,
Kirk, Clif, Steve, Scott and Tim,
Shantih has a BIG crush on you! Thank
you for everything you do. You are absolutely
the BEST! We love you! Happy Valentine's
Day!
Forever your girls,
Shantih women
Dana Rottman,
You gorgeous babe you - What a woman!
You also make some pretty mean cookies.
You are an awesome roommate; thanks for
being there, sweetie. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Dee
S.B.,
Just give me a chance and you will see.
There just might be something there for you
and me. Meet me in the middle and I'll take
you the rest of way. 'lbat's what love's about.
Enjoy a sweet Valentine's Day.
???
Th my dearest love, Holly P,
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
The only thing I want for Valentine's Day
is YOU!
Love, your secret
admirer, S.G.
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:ugs, kisses, sweet things and happy stuff
Saoonia, Dave and Mary Jac,
You are the best friends I have had in a
long time. Thanks! Have a Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Jim

A Valentine from the Valentines!
To all the girls of Pattie Cobb. Have a
wonderful day! We love you.
Easton and Auburn
To Mike Miller, my man,
You are great! Thanks for being a
sweetheart and a friend. Happy Valentine's
D~y!

Love, Your Woman

Redskins fan,
Thanks for being such a great friend.
Thanks for always being there when I needed you. Have a Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Cowboy Fan
Karen,
I want to tell the whole world what you
mean to me. .. You are my best friend, the
one I live for, the one I love. I can't wait
to join our lives in November! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Jeff

To the ladies of Regina,
Your friendship and love has kept me
alive; it has brought joy to my life. You have
given me so much and I so little. You made
me a beau, an honor for which it cannot be
bought but earned. I'm privileged to have
been a part of Regina. I love you all so much.
Thank you for the memories.
Beau, John
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Dear John Paul,
Roses are red.
Violets are blue.
I'm looking forward
to this special day with you!!
Happy Valentine's Day, Honey!
I love you!
Angie

Dear Tuki
To Bobby, Stacy and Greg,
You three animals are the best. Thanks for
doing the dishes and cleaning the house.
Happy Valentine's Day.
John
Chi Sigs,
Well, guys, just wanted to tell you all that
I'm really graduating. I hope you are all
proud.. .anyway, thanks for giving me the
best seven years ... yes, seven years of my life.
Happy Valentine's Day.
John Kadmiel
Jadon Corpuz
Geno, Glenn "McSpank Me," Ty, Tom,
You wanna be "cool" dudes. Hey, I like the
design on the house. It made it look like
Christmas again. I hope you all have a good
one and Happy Valentine's Day. Well, I can
say that you all are awesome but beware
because what comes around goes around.
John
You are everything I wish to become. Your
talent lacks nothing but the belief of your
heart.
Chuck Nevets
To the Men of Stonehenge,
Our presence commanding
Our stature so stout.
We talk about girls
But still don't go out.
It's not quite that bad
Let me pleanastitate
To you my strong brothers
Of house love, not hate.
Living with giants
In a house of such force
Is as spiritually uplifting
As spurs in a horse.
So live long my brothers
May we bond in that land
Where God is before us
And together we stand.
The rent-reaper,
Big D
Dear Lucille,
If you wanna shoot some pool with Vinnie,
your man,
Then wear your denim skirt, and win if
you can.
You're a cool chick, Lucy,
Vinnie
Craig,
I love you! (Only 85 more days.)
Love, Tracy

Happy Valentine's Day. I love you with all
my heart and I can't wait until we're
together forever. You are everything I'll ever
need and could have dreamed for.
I love you,
Tuki D.

J. A.
Erica,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Allen
Jay B.,
Let old fires dwindle and die or else you
may get bored.
Love, B.A.
My dearest Joy,
You are the. joy of my life and I want you
for my wife. Joyful, joyful, I adore you.
Without you, I'm blue!
???
Cately,
On this day of hearts, meet me by the Lily
Pool.
Love, Michael
Honey,
Wherever I go
you'll be with me.
Wherever you go
I'll be close to your heart.
Wherever we go
we'll never be apart.
Because we are a part
of each other
I'll never stop loving you.
You're the best.
Love, Pancho
Dear men of Delta Chi Delta,
Thank you for showing us the love of
Christ through your lives.
We love you!
The Queens
Jeffrey Fred Bo-Dean Conner,
I was wondering if you'd like to go hiking?
Or do you think you'd be able to stay on your
feet?
Love,
Your hiking buddy
To all those who don't have a Valentine,
Cheer up ... this could be your year - who
knows (watched paint doesn't dry and all
that). Well- Happy Valentine's.
V.L.

Dear Sunny,
A.C.,
We look forward to meeting our favorite
Valentine lady. We love you.
Dallas, Cav and Tyler

Hey Savage!
Glad we're friends.

Amy Cavender,
You are fine. And I'll always love you.
Your Secret Valentine

I am so thankful you are a part of my life
and I hope you always will be. It amazes me
that someone could love me as much as you
do. I pray that love will only grow deeper
with time. My life is dull and boring without
the park you add to it, and I want your smile
to always fill my mind!
I love you, XXX

Dear Barb, Beth, Trina and Tracey,
Hope you all have a great Valentine's Day!
You guys are the best! I love you!
Angie

Angela and Holly,
You're great roomies! I love you you both!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Julie

James Gregory Mashburn,
Paradise lost can be heaven found!!! I've
got my fingers crossed, baby!! .
Your cafe babe
Sweetheart,
During the past year we have made many
memories - the Little Rock zoo trip, cutting
class, rainy days and the Olive Garden, the
library, studying in the Park (trying to
anyway), co1oring, pizzaon the sidewalk, the
banquet, chips and queso at Chili's, Ghost,
saying goodbye, phone calls and letters,
"Unchained Melody," waiting ... reunion,
long talks, tears, happy endings, celebrating
at the river walk, curly fries, Thanksgiving
and the relatives, finals, New Year's Eve,
more goodbyes. I miss you. Thanks for
everything!
I love you,
M. C. and
the Traveling Bear
Sally,
It's been a great two and one-half years
of afternoon drives, rice fields, Christmas
dinners, eight-track tapes, Eureka Springs'
cult followers, moon sets, GCF concerts,
evenings in the Peabody dining room,
late-night coffee, laughing, crying and much
more. Good luck with the CPA and keep faith
in God.
Love, Harry
Misty,
Remember wishes do come true.
Love, Tim
Lil Miss Sunshine,
I'm saving a big hug for you, redeemable
upon sight.
Love, Breeze
To: Carp,
I'll be your chocolate covered Valentine
forever.

-R.

To: C. & w.,
With all my hearts, love and affection.
-R.
Tony,
You mean more than words to me. I know
you will have a Happy Valentine's! I will love
you always!
Love, Dana
Ivan,
You're the best thing that ever happened
to me. I love you.
Always, Kathleei1
Most precious Julie,
You make my life worth living. H I was the
day you would be the sunshine.
Humbly yours, Me
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Grueling year winds down for '92 Petit Jean
by Kristy Dalton
Bison staff writer

Picture an unseasonably warm, sunny,
Saturday afternoon on the Harding campus.
Visual expectationslllight include students
on the {('ont lawn s tudying, playing iris bee
or even enjoying a catnap before an evening date.
There was another side to this pleasant
afternoon of rest and relaxation just upstairs
in the student center. This visual image was
much different than the other.
Here, typewriters were buzzing, the coffeepot was per-colating, soda cans were being emptied and minds and hands were
diligently finishing a task thathad been set
before them. This picture is of the Petit. Jean
office just before the final deadline.
.Feb. L7 will be just another day to most
students but to those involved with the 1992
Petit Jean. it will be a day of anticipation
and victory. It will be the day of the fin al
deadline for the completed 320 pages to be
sent to Jostens Publishing Company for
printing.
Anissa Campbell, editor-in-cl1ief, said
there have been rough times this year but
the assurance that Feb. 17 would get here
one way or another camed the staff through
these times. "Knowing that what we had
already finished was of good quality encouraged us to know that we could be successful," she said.
This was Campbell's second year to work
on the annual. She served as copy

Couples attend seminar;
receive tips for future

editor/assistant editor-in-chief of the 1991
Petit Jean. The staff had three returning
section editors. They included Juanita
Campbell, classes editor; Leah Mangrum,
social clubs editor; and Kristy Dalton, index/student life editor.
Mangrum said that this year's staff had
dedicated workers who were willing to
cooperate aDd work as a team. "At the
beginning of the year I didn't allow myself
to get elope to the other staff members. but
when pusb came to shove and we were
pressed, _the rela tionships strengthened."
Trina Shaw, Vicki Jackson, Amy Johnson
and Scott Busby also served as sectioneditors. The photography staff included Jeff
Cash, Jerry Cutshall, and David Hickman,
wi th special assistance from Jeff Montgomery in the public relations office. Also,
several students who enrolled in Petit Jean
practicum for one hour of credit helped in
the production.
The staff also worked with a new adviser
this year. Kay Gowen, assistant professor of
communications, replaced Jack Shock, who
is currently on academic leave obtaining a
doctoral degree in education.
Gowen said that even though all of the
deadlines have not been met to the expectations of the staff, they have worked
together well. "I believe that most of the difficulties can be attributed to adviser transition as well as new staff members who
were just beginning to learn the yearbook
process," she said.

WE'RE ALMOST THERE. Editor Anissa Campbell gives last-minute instructions
to staff members during a late-night work session.
Working on the yearbook took a lot of time
and dedjcation according to Gowen. She
said, "It was difficult at times to work
around schedules because everyone was
busy, but all in all we managed to balance
everything out."
The goals that Campbell set for the book
at the beginning of the year were to have
consistent copy, to carry the theme effectively throughout and to have good photography.
MoSt of all,howevez; she wanted it to beiun.
She said, "1 feel like my expectations were

Art faculty member displays work in

~rkansas Art 1992'
by Tracey Johnson
Bison staff writer

by Shannon Romine
Bison staff writer

The Campus Ministry of the, College
Church presented its annual enrichment
seminar for engaged and ~lywea couples
last Saturday. Approximately 30 couples
took part in the Program, which was held at
the College church building. The theme for
the day was "For This Reason... ," taken
from Ephesians 5.
.
Under the direction of Dwight and Barby
Smith, the program's goal was to help
engaged couples prepare Cor marriage and
to revitalize and challenge newly-married
couples through the study of biblical pmciples that are important for successful
maniages. The day-long event included
speaker presentations, small-group discUssions and couple encOUQter sessions, designed to allow the couples to share deep, im·
portant feelings with each other.
The catalysts for the event were the four
keynote speakers, husband-aod-wife teams
who spoke on topics related to commitment
to agape love. Mike and Elaine JWltus spoke
on the language of love, Carl and Frankie
Mitchell foCused on spirituality, Dwight and
Barby ~mith spoke on intimacy andBob and
Charlann Reely spoke on stewardship.
The Speaklll'S shared personal feelings and
experiences with those in attendance, o.ffering insights into what lay ahead and solutions to he III in dealing with .potential
problems.
After thE. main addresses, the couples
broke into smaller groups to discuss the
topiCS on a m ore personalleveI. The couples
were allowed to discuss their feelings in relation to what the speakers had covered, to
raise additional questions and to elaborate.
All those who attended were provided with
folders for use during the seminar and later
on when needed, and the com bination ot
presentations offered a wide range of opportunities for learning and sharing witD one's
partner and other couples.
The Campus Ministry program is headed
by Dwight and Barby Smith.

met. The staff was able to-accomplish the
goals. Tbere were, of course, imperfections,
probJems and mistakes, but I'm satisfied
with the overall quality of the book."
In just a few days the typewriters will
cease their bUZZing, the coffee will go stale,
the soda cans will go to the recycling center
and the 1991 Petit Jean will be finished. And
when the next warm Saturday afternoon
comes around, the staff of the Petit Jean will
be relaxing on the front lawn or, more than
likely, catching up on their homework!

eRAWFISH

(watercolor, 1990, by John Keller)

DOGWOOD

(watercolor, 19'JO, ,by Joil" Keller)

What do a crawfish and a dogwood have
in common? A lot if you are John Keller.
Both were subjects of paintings he entered
into the "Arkansas Art 1992" competition,
held in Arkadelphia.
Keller, a member of the art faculty at
Harding, was among the artists whose
works were included in the 13th annual competition and exhibition. One eDb)', pain't ed
in 1990, was a watercolor view of a dogwood
tree beside the Stevens Art building.
Keller's second entry, however, has quite
an interesting story behind it. The painting
is a IS" x 20" watercolor of a one and onehalf inch crawfish which his children
brought in from the lake one day. Months
later he found the shell of the crawfish in a
corner of the house and decided to turn it into a work of art.
The competition started as "we'll accept
anything" but soon progressed to a very
prestigious ,competition and exhibition open
to any working artist in Arkansas. The competition was fierce. Out of 170 entries, only
60 were chosen to be included in the
exhibition.
The 60 pieces of art will be exhibited
between Feb. 9 and March 4 in the Russell
Gallery at Henderson State University and
the Mabee Gallery at Ouachita Baptist
University, both located in Arkadelphia.
Both of Keller's paintings were in the group
selected to be put on exhibit.
From those 60, only 12 will receive cash
awards. Honors include: Best of Show;
$1,500 purchase award; $700 purchase
award; two $500 merit awards; and five $100
honorable mentions.
The juror for this year's competition and
exhibition was Robert Cottingham, a
nationally-known photorealist. Cottingham,
who presented an illustrated lecture at
Ouachita Jan. 23, selected the 12 award winners from the 60 finalists. Keller pointed out
it was no small coincidence that most of the
entries were representational pieces
because the juror was a photorealist.
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Men's club cOInpetition fierce
by Lola M. Crankshaw
Bison sports writer

The last couple of weeks have been action
packed for men's club basketball. Last week
was a winning week for Lamda Sigma,
King's Men and Sig Tau. The first of these
wins went to Lamda Sigma, who doubled the
score against AGO. Barry Baggett scored
nine points to help AGO's A-team. The score
ended in favor of Lambda Sigma 48-21.
King's Men and Sig Tau were all keyed up
as they battled it out shot by shot. It was a
very close game and neither team eased up
a bit. Lee Fowlkes led Sig Tau with 17 points
but King's Men came out on top 41-40.
The defeated teams of AGO and Sig Tau
battled it out for the top of the loser's bracket
recently. Sig Tau conquered AGO 52-24. This
is AGO's second A-team loss.
B-team began with wins from Pikes and
Theta Tau. First, Rob Wicker accounted for
six points for Galaxy's 27. Pikes beat Galaxy
64-27.
Later, Chi Sigs and Theta Tau had a tough
contest. Marshall Munch made eight points
for Chi Sigs but the score ended in favor of
Theta Tau 54-42.
Meanwhile, the C-teams are keeping
things going with close action. Sub-T downed
Titans with help from Ryan Burr. The final
score was 47-38. Other C-team victories went

Sports

to Kappa Sigs, TNT and Pikes.
TNT was aided in a victory by Kevin Wells
who scored 14 points. Seminoles kept the
game within close range but the final score
was 50-43, TNT.
Pikes kept their winning streak going
from A-team to C-team. Pikes beat Chi Sigs
49-32 with Aaron Sparkman contributing 11
points to Pikes' final score.
D-team action pitted Kappa Sigs against
Titans. Josh Polk made eight points to give
Kappa Sigs a victory at 48-38. Kappa Sigs
then went on to beat Alpha Tau. Brad Sipe
scored 30 points to push the final score to
82-23.
Knights beat Kappa Tau in E-team action.

Women's clubs hoop it up
by Lola M. Crankshaw
Bison sports writer

Women's club basketball has been very
spirited, keeping the girls busy.
Delta Gamma Rho and Zeta Rho battled
it out last Monday in B-team action. Delta
Gamma Rho won the game 22-6. In Dteam action, Zeta Rho beat Delta Gamma
Rho. The C-team contest was decided by
Zeta Rho's forfeit to Delta Gamma Rho.
On Tuesday, Feb. 4, Tri Sigs lost to OEGE
by three points. Tri Sigs' Jenny Smith was
injured during the game. Smith went in for
a layup and tore the ligament in her right
leg.
Tuesday brought another game between
Delta Gamma Rho and Zeta Rho in A-team
action. The heated game went into double
overtime, to Zeta Rho's advantage. The final
score was 24-22. Delta Gamma' Rho's
athletic director Julie Nelson said excitedly, "Both teams played hard and were
very competitive. A lot of teamwork goes on
which makes it very exciting! It was probably the best game of the season!"

Support your
favorite
club team!

It can't do laundrY or fmd you adate,
but it can help you fmd more time for both.
The new AppleeMacintosh~ Classic~ II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.,
~d its internal Apple S~perDriveTM. disk
.
dnve reads from and wntes to Macmtosh and ,
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to '
exchange information easily with
';: ~ walmost any other kind of computer. '~
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In addition to its built-in capab~1ities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipp¢d withop
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh CI~sic II on your des.k.
See us for a demonstration today, and whtle
.
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
• '.". ' .' . ~.'. :'
about the ~pple Computer Loan.
~
~..
It'll be time well spent.
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Introducing the .vtacintosh Classic II.

For further information contact
student representative Ryan Gibbons
279-9341

C 1991 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo. and Macintosh "'" ~ered tJ>demarl<s and SuperllrM! is a tl1ldenar1< 01 Apple ComputeT, Inc MS-DOS is a registered tndemark 01 Microsoft eoq. muion
Cbssic is a registered tr>d<marlt used under license by Apple Computer. Inc This ad ..... created using Macintosh computers
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Lady Bisons set sights on,second place"
by Myleea Hill
Bi son sports writer

Aggressive defense
key to Bison's wins
by Suzanne Dunlap
Bison sports writer

The Bisons went 2-2 in their last four game
series. They started the series by defeating
Hendrix 86-74 Thursday, Jan. 30 at the Ganus
Athletic Center. Aggressive defense, a wellexecuted inside game and a good team effort were the keys in the Bison victory.
The Bisons trailed Hendrix throughout the
game. However, midway through the second
half Jason Atkins made a three-pointer which
gave the Bisons their fIrst lead 58-57. Hendrix tied the game at 60 and took the lead
with their next possession. Hendrix led by
four. Morris Williams made a three-pointer
and the Bisons were down by one. Atkins
forced another Hendrix turnover and scored
his second three-pointer giving the Bisons the
lead 66-64. Hendrix threatened one last time,
cutting the Bison lead to five with 1:15 remaining in the game. Williams ended the
game with a jumper that went in as the
buzzer sounded.
Thomas Nesbitt was the team's high scorer
with 23 points followed by RonnieBrothers
with 20 points and Williams with 17 points.
The Bisons made crucial free throws,
shooting 81 percent from the line in the
second haH. The Bisons out-rebounded Hendrix 31-24. Nesbitt had 1l of the 31 rebounds.
After the game Nesbi.tt said, " We asa
team rebounded fairly weD ; our defense
kicked in and that was the difference in the
game." Atkins added, " We were abl~ to
estabUsb a solid inside and outside game. It
was a IZreat team effort."

The Lady Bisons continued their march
toward a 20 game win season with key victories in recent conference action.
Harding posted wins over University of
the Ozarks, Southern Arkansas University
and Ouachita Baptist University while losing to Arkansas Thch University in improving its overall record to 19~. A conference
record of 8-5 puts them in fourth place in the
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference
standings.
The Lady Bisons escaped a trip to University of the Ozarks with a 64~3 come-frombehind victory on Monday. Feb. 3. Cindy
Camp broke free underneath the basket and
scored with two seconds left to give Harding
the win. Nancee Wilson led Harding in scoring with 17, and Kymm Hudson added 14.
Wilson and Hudson both had 11 rebounds.
Harding didn't need last second heroics in
an 87-56 victory over SAU on Thursday, Feb.
6. The Lady Bisons came out strong, opening up a 10-2 lead. Harding never allowed
SAU back into the game, posting a 30 point
halftime lead.
Four Lady Bisons scored in double figures
in the SAU contest. Karyl Hartsfield led the
effort with 2l, followed by Sissy Reaper's 14.
Hudson had 13 and Wilson added 10.

Bison's winning streak. Harding matched
the number four NAJA team in the nation
basket for basket for three-fourths of the
game before Tech pulled away for an 80-59
victory. The lady Bisons were plagued by
turnovers and foUl trouble in battling to a
30-35 halftime deficit.
The opening minutes of the second half
saw several lead -changes and three ties.
Harding's last lead was 4S-43 with 13 minutes
remaining. Tech then went on a 15-3 run to
take control of the game. Barding's comeback effort was hampered by three players
fouling out.
Camp l~ the lady Bisons in sco~ with
17. Hudson, who scored the team's fll'St 1l
points, finished with 16. Wilson led in
rebounding with 10.

The Bisons traveled to the University of
the Ozarks Monday, Feb. 3, and lost 79-fr1.
The Bisons trailed the entiI'e fIrst half, dQ\Yll
4l-31 at the break.
. ", .
. .. . •

Ear.y in the ~ond half theiUsons were
within nine points. However, ~ University
of the 0zarkB were relentless add the Bisons
'Yere unable to pull a come-from-behind
win.
Ninety percent shooting from the free
throw line helped the Bisons defeat SAU
73~ last Thursday, Feb. 6, at the Ganus
Athletic Center. The Bisons played impressive defense throughout the game forcIng numerous SAU turnovers. The Bisons
maintained the lead throughout the whole
game. Nesb.tt was able to establish the inside game for the Bisons a nd ended the
game as the teamlligh scorer With 18 points
followed by Williams with 15 points.

Good rebounding was another key to the
Bison victory. Coach Nieky Boyd was
pleased and stated, ' 'This W,8S our best game
of the sea§OD ; we rebounded super."

WORK ON CRUISE SHIPS
Employment Directory
$4.95 +$1 S & H
Great Plains Publishing
P.O. Box 1903
Joplin, MO 64801

SHOOTING THE 'J'. Marla Lewis, 42, shoots from the baseline in Monday night
action against Ouachita Baptist. The Lady Bisons won 80-76 to boost their record
to 19-6.
The Lady Bisons survived a scare from
A trip to 'lecb Saturday snapped the Lady

BLOCKING OUT: Kymm Hudson,
44, blocks out an OBUpl4ye~for; ~ '"
rebound Monday night.

OBU at home Monday beating the Lady
Tigers 80-76. The teams battled to a 38-38
halftime tie. Harding began to open a lead
several times in the second hal{ only to have
OBU close the margin. The Lady Bisons
finally pulled away in the closing minutes
behind the three-point shooting of Jama
Holman.
,.._
Hudson had a career night against O.aU.
She led the Lady ..Bisons in scoring with 31
and pulled down 12 rebounds. She also had
six assists, live blocked $hots and four steals.
Wilson led Harding with 15 rebounds. Camp
also had a strong game, scoring 14 and
dishing out seven assists.
The wins put Harding in a position to overtake the second and third place teams by
beating them in upcoming games.

MedicalGmter Pharmacy
Located in,·:.Searcy Medical Center

Yellowstone-Yosemite
Grand Canyon-Alaska
Grand Teton and others
Complete Guide to
Employment In the
National Parks
$4.95 + $1 S&H
Great Plains Publishing
P.O. Box 1903
Joplin, MO 64801

Boyce H. Arnett, P.D.
Class of '66

268-3311
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Bison baseball team readies for season;
counting on strong freshmen players
by Archie Shelton

Bison sports writer

The Bison baseball team enters the 1992
season with a fairly young but experienced
group of players.
Only three seniors appear on this year's
roster but a strong freshmen class along
with several talented underclassmen is expected to pick up the slack.
Of the three seniors, Chris Byrd returns
as the only regular starter from last year's
squad. He has started the last two seasons
as the Bisons' regular center fielder and he
is also the top returning hitter. The other two
seniors are left fielder Jeff Phillips and
designated hitter, third baseman Archie
Shelton. Phillips split time with junior Randall Hunter in left field last season, while
Shelton was used primarily as a designated
hitter and also as a pinch hitter. All three
have plenty of experience and will contribute to the play of this year's team.
Two of this year's freshmen class are expected to start in the infield. Kevin Burton
of Dallas, Texas, is expected to start at third
base, while Todd Brown of Searcy will see
playing time at second base. Other probable
starters in the infield include junior first
baseman Bart Jones, sophomore shortstop
Jason French and junior catcher Shane
Fullerton.
Fullerton is in his third year as the starting catcher and is considered by teammates
as one of the best defensive catchers in the
AIC. French is in his second season at shortstop. and Jones returns to first base after
splitting time last season with senior Pat
McGaha. Sophomore Jerry Uiird will be
Jones' backup at first base while Shelton
will see playing time as Burton's backup at
third base. Freshman Judd Adams will

serve as a reserve for French and Brown at
shortstop and second base, respectively.
Freshman Jody Daniels may also split some
time with Fullerton at the catching position.
Uiird will be the starting designated hitter
while strong contention will come from
Shelton and junior Steve Rose.
Along with Byrd, Phillips and Hunter,
junior Uince Boyd will see playing time as
a right fielder. Sophomore Jeff Crone may
also see some playing time as an outfielder.
The pitching staff was hurt with the
graduation of senior John Bossong and the
transfer of Edgar Huerta and John McAfee.
But the Bisons return their best won-lost
record pitcher in Nick Fouts. Other starting
pitchers are junior Clint Davis, sophomore
Eric Dodson and Burton. Trevor Black, a
junior, will pitch in relief. Others expected
to see time on the mound are freshmen Scott
Waite and Darren Pinner, and infielders
Adams and Jones.
The Bisons are led by fourth year head
coach Steve Smith. Serving as Smith's assistant is first year coach Phil Brown. Uirry
Cheshier and Brandon Harrell are the grad
assistants.
The Bisons opened their season against
NCAA Division I University of ArkansasLittle Rock, a team they defeated twice last
season. They will host Southwest Baptist
College of Missouri on Feb. 20.

Support Bison baseball!!
Thuis~, Feb. 20 vs.
Southwest Baptist College
of Missouri
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1992 Bison Baseball Team

NBA All-Star game full of ~Magical' memories
Sundayaftemoon marked a momentous ocCll$ion for the game of basketball. Sure,

25 All-Stars gathered in Orlando, Fla., to compete in the NBA All-Star game, but
the..re;al foCus was on the one pl8¥er who had been tnissing all season long - Earvin
"Magic" Johnson.
The "magical" return to the pro ranks was Johnson's first since his Nov. 7 announcement that he was retiring from the Los Angeles Lakers after testing positive
for the AIDS virus. It was no less than awesome.
Johnson, the 13th man on the Weslteam, was given the go abead to start the game
in place of All-Star guard TIm Hardaway, His 25-point, nine-assist perfonnance led
the West to a J53:-1l3 victory, secured the MostValuable Player award, and put aside
any doubts about ,wh.e ther he could still dOmWate the game.
Among the hjgbJjghts: the pre-game excl1ange of hugs and high-fives giVen Johnson
by the East All-Stars, Johnson's on~n-one battles with Longtime pallsiah Thomas
andspotJight competitor MiCbaelJ~udan, and Johnson's three ~t;raight three-pointers
in the final 2:42, including the game-endU)g basket.
1!tl' " I ",
Johnson! who is scheduled to
in the 1992 Summer 6i~pics, has DOf~utr:uled
the possibility of coming bac~ in time fur the NBA playoffs, an encouraging sign
for Lakers fans and a not-so-encouraging one 'fur his pbysicjans, who don't want him
to sacrifice his health.
One thing is for sure: If Sunday was indeed Magic's last pro appearance, he went
out with a bang instead of a Whimper, like so :many others before him. We can only
loo.k: ID()re forWard to Barcelona and a return to U.S. basketball dominance.
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Surprise ... 3 out of 4 who
file a tax return get a
refund! Chances are that
means you. So the sooner
you file the sooner you
get money back!
A Public Service of
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ThiS Publication & UI \..
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Service
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MONEY
FOR

COLLEGE

E.wy Stu"'t is Eligible lor FilllUlCw Aid
CIlll todIly: (800) 821-2840,
or (202) 682-7319
Please send scholarsbip information to:
N~e~'

___________________________

A~_·

_______________________

Mail to:
Aaadem!e Assistance Service
1377 K St., NW Suite 819
Washington D.C. 20005
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Not just another sports event!
It's the olympics at
Itza Pizza!

*SPECIAL *

Barcelona '92

CO1§)

12 inch pizza and

36USC380

it)

2 drinks for

1988 COOB'92, SA. TM

5"

Offtclal Food Service Manager Of
The 1992 Summer Olympic Games

.00

Offer expires Feb. 21, 1992.
Not valid with an)' other offers.
CI>

o
SPECIAL OF THE
Spicy chicke!l wings
Med. drink:

2.15
Offer expires Feb. 21, 1992.
Not valid with any other offer.

Stvle
J:

When Thste Matters
It's a delicious race to .
the bottom once you hit
the slopes of Colombo
Frozen Yogurt.
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BUY ONE LARGE COLOMBO,
'GET ONE SMALL FOR FREE.
Not valid with any other promotional offer.
Umit one per customer.
Coupon expires 2-21-92.
Coupon redeemable only at:

~
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